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importance of this function and will provide sufficient resources. However, no amount of training will replace good judgment and to some extent practice.. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? One option is to prepare annual or biennial updates on selective topics. My organization has done this, but the literature reviewed is limited as are the topics due to resource constraints. The IPCC could do much better job on topics where significant new information has becomes available. In order to do this, governments would have to trust the bureau to oversee the selection of topics and thereafter entrust the IPCC to do this with minimal interference. A second option is to simply shorten individual WG reports by dropping entire material/chapters. For example, some of the scientific information in the WG report makes only a marginal difference in our understanding of climate change. It is simply in there for completeness and because of historical reasons. Likewise, I find the WG 2 report suffers when it comes to projecting impacts because there have been few methodological improvements. For the most part such projections rely on the same approaches employed 20 years ago. On the other hand, there is a continuous stream of information on current changes to ecological and other systems that could be synthesized in a much better fashion and form the bulk of the WG2 report. This option is likely to run into both government and scientific opposition for obvious reasons. A third possibility is to empower the IPCC to use its website more effectively to make both data and new literature available without judgment as to its quality. This would essentially make the IPCC the ‗go to‘ website for new scientific and technical information. It would require a different kind of support staff and a new kind of arrangement with the relevant technical journals. This could supplement the current or a new reporting system. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? The current system relies heavily on a positive working relationship among the Chairman and the chairs of the WGs. In the past communications among these key individuals were not always what they should have been. The TSUs can help to nurture these links but leadership and cooperation among the key parties is essential if the IPCC is to be effective. Within the last 5 years, the US government was providing over 50 percent of the resources for the IPCC. If this is still the case, it may soon become politically unacceptable. It could be rectified by the use of an indicative scale, taking into consideration support given to the TSUs.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Contributing author, Convening lead author, Review editor, IPCC Bureau member
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2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? These questions relate to incremental changes to the current model. I have addressed only a few. Most of my comments are covered are about less incremental change and are covered under questions 3)-10) 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions I believe it would be beneficial for IPCC to work up a draft set of policy questions to be covered by assessment reports early in the cycle. This could help to guide to focus the assessment, allow more systematic approaches to literature review (see Q5) and reduce the assessment load. Given the length of the assessment cycle, it is appropriate that any question list is a ―living document‖ which responds to on-going policy needs. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs 2c. Selection of lead authors The nomination and selection process is broadly sound but I believe that the ―principles‖ applying to the selection process could be tightened up and defined as ―criteria‖. Given the complexity, judgment will always be required in the selection and formally scoring nominees and weighting the criteria will not be possible. However, there needs to be some guidance that no one ―principle‖ (scientific record, geographical spread etc) is dominant. Currently, the Bureau may augment the government and other nominations for lead authors by adding names directly. In the AR5 selection for one WG, the Bureau additions were considerably less diverse – in terms of country, gender - than the original nomination list. The risk is that the lead author teams become too homogenous and do not reflect a sufficiently wide range of perspectives. Guidance on additions made by the Bureau would be helpful. 2d. Writing of working group reports 2e. Review processes The review processes on paper are thorough and I would certainly not recommend making them more elaborate. IPCC‘s difficulties are largely because the procedures written down on paper have not been applied. A greater emphasis on the role of review editors may help here. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary 2h. Preparation of any special reports
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3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? From the scientific perspective, a need sometimes emerges to modify language to accommodate the sensitivities of individual countries. This emerges in agreeing the outlines of reports and in drafting the SPMs. These accommodations do not, on the whole, relate to underlying science but rather to definitions, categorizations etc (e.g. within developing countries should emerging economies be distinguished from least developed economies). As many country delegates attend both IPCC and UNFCCC meetings, political sensitivities from UNFCCC sometimes dictate permissible language in IPCC material. In the end I would regard this as tiresome, potentially leading to clumsy language and presentation, and part of the occupational hazard of operating at the science-policy interface rather than a fundamental flaw. . 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? Systematic Review Whereas the process of reviewing draft reports is elaborate, the process by which literature is selected for review is haphazard and subjective. At the chapter level, this relies on the knowledge and networks of the lead authors. This may not be a difficulty where the relevant literature is relatively focused (e.g. WG-I) but can pose more problems where the literature is diverse and scattered (WGs II and III). There are established ―systematic review‖ procedures practiced in other area of science (e.g. medical science through the Cochrane collaboration) which allow literature to be identified and screened for both relevance and quality. This essentially involves identifying ―the question‖ that is to be addressed, developing appropriate keywords with which to search a defined set of databases (e.g. Web of science) and then applying a template for screening the selected literature according to well-defined criteria. This obviously changes the nature of the review process. The role of expert judgment changes (it is exercised more strategically but less subjectively) and there is a greater need for basic research assistance. It could be seen as taking discretion away from experts (as is the case in medicine!). Nevertheless, there are big advantages in that: a) no areas of relevant (or dissenting) literature are omitted; and b) the exercise can be audited and replicated – two teams given the same task are likely to arrive at the same result. In my day job, we have adapted systematic review procedures to address sensitive energy-related issues and have found the approach to be powerful and appealing to policymakers. Adopting a more ―systematic‖ approach to review would necessarily change IPCC procedures considerably but it might be worth studying it or piloting it in Special Reports which tend to be more focused.
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Grey literature If I take it that the role of IPCC is to sift available knowledge on climate-related to help policymakers then the use of grey literature is unavoidable as, especially in the WG II/III domains, there is a great deal of relevant insight outside the peer-reviewed academic literature. It would be a ducking of responsibility to omit this literature even if reviewing it rigorously more challenging. However, there is a clear need to specify, document and promulgate tighter criteria as to what constitutes acceptable grey literature (and equally importantly what does not). An example of a positive criterion: many official government reports are thoroughly reviewed even if not in the academic sense – evidence of a review process would count as a positive indicator for me. If an NGO report had been demonstrably gone through a credible review process I would find that acceptable. A negative criterion: unsourced media reports (which have featured in early IPCC reports and in AR4 in relation to mountain ice). 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? The approach to uncertainty (level of agreement, level of confidence, volume of evidence etc) has been worked up over time is basically sound. Nevertheless, there may be a tendency for the formalized approach to lead to an overstatement of ―certainty about the uncertainty‖. If it is said that we are ―highly confident‖ about something, and this equates to 90% probability, in many cases we may be being seduce by the quantification. In practice, the 90% number may well have been subjectively assigned based on expert judgment rather than relying on underlying science. There are also incertitudes that may not be characterisable through formal probability distributions (going beyond the ―known unknowns‖). For example (and this is based on conversations with climate scientists), the recent cold winter in NW Europe was caused by blocking high pressure areas which effectively flipped the region from a maritime to a continental climate. We do not know whether such outcomes are more or less likely under climate change. If the formal IPCC approach to uncertainty is not fit for a particular purpose, we ought to say so. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? This could be addressed quickly. If a possible error is detected, it should be promptly placed in a publicly visible ―quarantine‖ area pending a proper review – analogous to the ‖corrections‖ section in a newspaper. Major errors would need an independent review and, possibly, the response signed off at the IPCC plenary level. Lighter touch procedures would probably be appropriate of authors volunteer an error or if the error is minor. Whatever, procedures need to be put in place. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? The IPCC performed extremely poorly in terms of communications over the last 12 months.
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There are intrinsic difficulties with effective communication when, in the end, the only decisive body is the full plenary which may only meet once a year. In practice, there were ad hoc, inconsistent and often ill-advised public responses to criticism from the Chair, Bureau members and the secretariat. IPCC needs a professional communication function which is I am pleased to see being addressed. This needs the authority to respond to urgent demands but also the wisdom to know when to stay silent and lower the temperature of debate. It would be helpful if the communications function could distribute ―key lines to take‖ messages to key IPCC members (CLAs, Bureau etc). Independent scientists cannot be bound by such guidance but it would help to promote more coherence. Declarations To promote public trust, there should be a full declaration of interests (committees, directorships etc) of key IPCC players – say the Bureau and CLAs, perhaps LAs – on the IPCC website. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? IPCC procedures evolved when the volume of climate-related literature was much smaller. The response to the exponential growth in the literature has been to expand the report, the number of chapters and the number of authors. The outline and lead author selection for AR5 reflects this trend. This has a real resource implications for; a) the scientific community; and b) governments. The current assessment model will creak through AR5. Whether it is appropriate in the longer term is less clear. The case for shifting the balance away from periodic encyclopedic assessments towards more focused special reports driven policy questions by merits serious consideration. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Even as Bureau member I still do not understand what precisely is its function nor looking through the website can I find its terms of reference. The IPCC‘s governance structure has grown rather than been directed. The ―E-team‖ for example, which is nowhere mentioned in documentation, now plays a key role. Some consideration (and subsequent documentation) of the role and responsibilities of IPCC‘s constituent bodies (plenary, Bureau, e-team, TSUs etc), and their relationship with each other, would be valuable. Setting out a ―terms of reference‖ for each of the bodies, and a clear definition of where and how responsibilities are delegated, would help. At the moment, there are ―principles‖ and ―procedures‖ for operation. Plenary takes ―major decisions‖ for example. What are they? The only reference to Bureau procedures relates to election. The Bureau operates in idiosyncratic fashion being composed of elected scientists which ―may
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be accompanied by a representative of their government‖. In practice, at least 50% of the interventions at Bureau meetings are from government reps (I have counted!) and the Chair generally refers to the scientists members by their country affiliation. The de facto role of the Bureau much of the time appears to be to act as a forum for rehearsing issues that subsequently arise in Plenary. If this is its role, you could imagine it might be constituted differently and its other functions conducted by a different body. I also believe that IPCC is missing a ‖management board‖ function that oversees the work of the Secretariat. This could have a rotating membership of government reps. Such a body could have helped during the communications crisis If you wanted to design a body that does what IPCC does from scratch, you wouldn‘t start from here! 11. Any other comments Thanks you for the opportunity to respond and my apologies for getting carried away and writing at excessive length.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? CLA, contributing author 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions These seem OK as long as there is flexibility for LAs and CLAs, where necessary, to modify the chapter outlines developed from the scoping reports that are given to each chapter writing team at the start of each Assessment. I was involved in a scoping report, but for the sections that I was involved with there was no explicit mention of policy-relevant questions. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs I don't know much about how this election takes place. It might be useful to publish minutes of the meeting, but I can also see arguments why this may not be possible. The election has to revolve around the developed and developing world and is constrained by which countries want to contribute to the running of the Technical Support Units. Perhaps there should be information given as to how many people and countries wanted to take on the roles? 2c. Selection of lead authors
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It has always been unclear how this has been undertaken up to and including AR4. Maybe there will be more information given about how the AR5 teams (CLAs, Las and REs) have been recently chosen. I realize that there has to be geographical and developed/developing country balance. One possibility might be to publish all the nominations together with those selected. 2d. Writing of working group reports Extra guidelines would help. I have been asked by prospective CLA about this for AR5 and I offered the following as guidance from my experience with AR4. First question to ask is what chapter is it and ensure you look hard at the scoping outline that has been approved. Look also at the other chapters to ensure that pieces are not missing. The next question to ask is who are the lead authors you will be working with and what are their credentials? There is an issue that CLAs and LAs are asked if they would like to undertake the task, but don‘t know who the others on the chapter team will be. The first job is typically to go through the outline and add an extra layer of subheadings, and there are some possibilities for modest changes in the headings you have been given. This outlines the expertise you will need. As CLA you should delegate everything. So the chapter is then divided up into sections that each LA is responsible for. It should be a rule that there are always 2 LAs responsible for each section although one should be in charge. The second provides a cross check on the first. However this greatly depends on the skill and expertise mix. Having a veteran with a novice, having a developed country scientist with a developing country one etc. is one way we found useful. So you will have an annotated outline with all the subheadings and a list of Las responsible for each section. The LAs are responsible for the whole chapter: their name is on it, but in practice many will only do their part. The CLAs are really responsible for the whole thing and so it is best if others do the pieces and the CLAs do the assembling and integrating. The whole chapter should be recognized as a team effort and the whole team should sign off at the end on every part. The next task after assigning topics to LAs, is to go through and decide on contributing authors (CAs) who are asked to write up to a page or so on a very specific topic and provide references and possibly a figure. One can also get contributions from skeptics and alternative views and make them part of the process. If those views have substance then both views have to be discussed. The LA serves as the editor of these pieces and makes the first cut. To be responsible, one can later send the section back to the CAs so they can see what was done to it and get buy in. The current IPCC rules allow anybody to volunteer as a CA. This is OK, but each chapter might end up getting material that is not in their expanded outline. There might then be complaints that text supplied by these volunteers was not used. It is best that the chapter team decide on the CAs they wish to involve. Figures are one key aspect and to the extent possible get the data for the figure rather than just the figure, and get updates if it is about observational data. The latter will be required for each draft during the 2 years of each Assessment. The main task of the CLAs is to make the LAs do the writing. This is one way to view the task: delegate. If you have good people your task may not be burdensome. But many LAs may need help. Of course LAs write quite a bit but also edit the CA contributions. Remember this is an assessment and thus one does not simply review stuff and say A said this and B said that. Rather you make judgments about which is right and why the other one is wrong or incomplete or had poorer data or incomplete statistics etc. It requires discussion of the merits of papers. This is what good scientists do anyway and of course the outcome is that certain
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avenues open up for further research. In that way you can encourage the LAs (and possibly the CAs), and some papers may actually result from this process. Each chapter will be given an initial target page length. Trying to keep to this is difficult and it does mean that some issues will not be covered. Perhaps there should be more scope for supplementary online material that is now available with many scientific journals. This was achieved with some chapters in the WG1 of AR4, but this material is often not widely read, as many look only at the hard copy reports. 2e. Review processes This seems to work fine, although in our chapter we did have an extra review via all the CAs, which was good to get their buy in. It works now with help of review editors for the first and second order drafts, who were a valuable addition compared to previous assessments. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers This was OK scientifically but see next item 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary The final versions of the three WG reports should really stand as a record of what the scientists wrote. The problem with the plenary is that for each SPM it is what is approved and therefore if subtle changes are made these have to be followed back through the WG reports. This is not an ideal process. The debate at the plenary meetings of the three WGs expands to fit the time available and some extra rules should be brought in. Basically if the scientists say something with a specific level of confidence, it should not be possible for the plenary to change this. 2h. Preparation of any special reports Some of these can be useful but those that depend solely on the materials in the full reports (like the water one) have limited value. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? It probably varies by chapter and WG. I think we did well with the chapter I was involved with for AR4 and one needs to recognize legitimate scientific views that are backed by sound science and papers in the peer-review literature. This is where assessment departs from a review perhaps. Some guidelines on insisting on open discussion of controversial topics and how conclusions are drawn is probably helpful. It is imperative that controversial issues are discussed in the context of the peerreview literature and NOT as a result of incomplete pieces of work written on blog sites. This is going to become more of an issue with respect to AR5, so it does need to be addressed head on and in a consistent way across all chapters in all IPCC Reports. It needs to be made clear in revised IPCC rules and procedures that material from blog sites should not be used, and also not be used to determine what the controversial issues might be. Only the scientific literature can determine what these issues are. This also means exposing some issues and this can imply need for funding and
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research. Within WG1 of AR4, for example, there was no chapter that looked at observational or modelling needs to be able to reduce uncertainties (see also #6). 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? It is helpful because it gets buy in to the product, but the approval process of the SPM needs revision. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? Some grey literature is essential as there is nothing else, and some published literature may be dated. But it must be assessed by LAs and not just one LA, i.e. it basically gets reviewed by the team. If grey literature is looked at it should be published in reports. It should not mean looking at material published on blog sites. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? It has improved in each assessment but is still a challenge, especially in translating alternative views with appropriate weights. I have heard the view from some climate scientists that the IPCC likelihood nomenclature is poorly chosen. ―High confidence‖, according to the IPCC Guidance Note on Uncertainty means about 8 out of 10 chance of being correct. I would hardly call this ―high‖ confidence! Similarly, ―likely‖ was defined to mean that the likelihood of the outcome or result was > 66% probability. But really this isn‘t much more than 50:50, yet it sounds much more when described as ―likely‖. Some criticisms and controversy of the chapter 6 conclusions about the climate of the last 2000 years are related, in my view, to the IPCC definition of likely. The chapter 6 author team assessed the evidence for past Northern Hemisphere temperatures to support statements that the recent period was ―likely‖ warmer than other 50-year periods in the last 1300 years. This seems reasonable, given the knowledge of how ―likely‖ is defined. But most people would assume that ―likely‖ was much more certain than simply a bit better than 50:50! And because they interpret it to mean much greater likelihood/confidence than intended, it has resulted in extensive criticisms that the large uncertainties in estimating temperatures over the last millennium or two have been ignored or underplayed. I would think that a scientific statement described as ―likely‖ would be at least 90% probable of being correct. And that > 66% should be ―more likely than not‖, 33% to 66% should be ―about as likely as not‖, and < 33% should be ―less likely than not‖. People expect scientific statements to be reliable, so even if in other areas of life people might use ―likely‖ for > 66% probability, in science we should have a higher threshold. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? There should be a process in place and an erratum. So far errors are minor, but it may be possible
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that they could be substantial and have ramifications for findings. Perhaps an example is sea level and glaciers in WG I of AR4? The science clearly evolves, even over the year or so between completion of the final draft and its approval by the plenary and subsequent publication. With the longer time delay between the WG Reports planned for AR5, there doesn‘t seem to be much need for the Synthesis Report. There will likely be important science issues that have evolved between the publication of the WG1 Report and the Synthesis Report – as the gap will be more than two years. Another example is how the four Assessment Reports have handled the course of temperature change over the past millennium. The First Report in 1990 produced a schematic, which many people still consider to be correct, despite subsequent reports citing more up-to-date work. Perhaps AR5 should this time restate that Figure 7.1 used in 1990 is not a valid reconstruction. It is clear to reasonable scientists that it isn‘t but it is still used today, to try and dilute the message of the later assessments. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? There was a free for all after AR4 but it seemed to work OK. What failed miserably was the IPCC response to ―climategate‖ and subsequent errors and criticisms. They failed to point out and support the IPCC process and its rigor and some ways to do this must be implemented. The bureau is not equipped to do this and is not capable. The dismantling of TSUs after the AR4 was completed left a huge void. A core group of the co-chairs should be maintained as a council perhaps. The process also needs to recognize possible conflicts and failures (such as by the Chairman (Pachauri)). It is important for IPCC to be able to defend the process and particularly when individual CLAs, and LAs are attacked in the media. The chapters are the result of the writing teams and individuals should not come under attack (see also #11). 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? It has grown to become unwieldy and unduly burdensome on the community. It should be changed, but not substantially. Given that global warming is unequivocal, why continue? A series of more focused topics should be assessed and a lot of the reports should be made more operational (e.g. the updates of observations and what is happening and why (attribution), and model projections). Breaking the process into these two parts would be one way forward. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Changing the assessment to a more routine component and an assessment of more focussed topics would have funding implications. At present almost all CLAs, LAs and REs work voluntarily and are only paid expenses to attend the meetings. 11. Any other comments Given lack of adequate support for LAs and CLAs (by IPCC) who have come under attack, why should anyone become an LA or a CLA? IPCC is at a critical point where it could collapse if it is
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not better able to defend itself, especially its voluntary contributors. Finally, in some countries, some of the IPCC contributors have come under attack (not just in the media) but through national Freedom of Information (FOI) and Environmental Information Regulations (EIR) Acts. This is really an issue of academic freedom and it is probably beyond this review to tell IPCC (or indeed national governments) what to do about it, but some strong recommendations could be made. In the UK, LAs and CLAs have been asked for emails between the chapter author teams and also for drafts that are between those officially released for review. This is harassment of the scientists involved and if it happens again with AR5, I can see a number of good scientists withdrawing as they do want all the hassle. A clear recommendation from this panel that they believe such action through national FOI/EIR legislation to be harassment would certainly help some respond to these continuing requests.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Government focal point, ex-officio member (observer) of the IPCC Bureau 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions This part of the process has evolved a lot during the history of the IPCC (e.g., deeper and wider consultation process). The only point I wish to raise is as follows: the decision making dilemma (both in terms of mitigation and adaptation) under the still remaining significant sci. uncertainties. Apparently, more science-based analysis would also be useful for the policymakers on the wise use of the IPCC products. I mean the ―knowledge‖ of a spec. sci. branch on decision-making, however, I am not sure that this issue (decision-making science) should be dealt with directly by the IPCC. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs It has remained a very critical issue. The situation (balance, lobbying, personalities etc.) was increasingly sensitive after the first two periods of the bureau chaired by B. Bolin, when the next bureaux were nominated and adopted (3rd one chaired by Mr.Watson, 4th and recently elected 5th bureaux chaired by Mr. Pachauri). There was some improvement a few years ago in the procedure and it is not an easy question what else could/should be done. 2c. Selection of lead authors As it is primarily the authority of the bureau, it is less seen from outside. One of the basic points in the selection is the evaluation of the managerial skills and the scientific ―prominence‖ of the nominees. Based on the outcomes (the relevant parts of the reports), in general, the selections proved to be very good, however, these outcomes in their final versions are the products of a
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team (incl. the reviewers). The actual managerial performance of the LAs obviously can be better assessed by their team members. 2d. Writing of working group reports no spec. comment 2e. Review processes It is one of the key elements of the IPCC procedures which contributed essentially to the success and acceptance of the Panel and its products. The various levels of the review are well established, and it is also crucial that e.g. the refusal of the various comments should also be accompanied with arguments. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers Again, it proved to be a very good idea to introduce these components of the assessment hierarchy. The IPCC sometimes criticized for the special nature and the special adoption procedure of the SPM, however, in my understanding it is a key document serving as a bridge between the sci. and the policy making community. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary Like the above point and my answer, I can characterize such a plenary as a meeting point of the science and policy. However, it is far from being perfect, I could also be witness to many cases when on certain points (paragraphs, figures in the draft document) there was a rather improvised debate sometimes on critical issues, judgements between the representatives of the two communities (basically, government delegates /backed by their national experts/ and IPCC bureau members). There is a need to improve this adoption process. 2h. Preparation of any special reports no spec. comment 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? I agree with those who think that the ―diverting‖ views represented by someone or by a sci. minority should also be somehow reflected/referenced if those are also correctly published. At the same time, it is also a huge responsibility of the IPCC if the decision-makers and/or the public will primarily focus on these ―diverting‖ views. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? (i) even less direct interference with the sci. deliberations; (ii) more responsibility in the support of the background sci. activities, (iii) very good prep. for the science-policy interface from their
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side (e.g. the adoption process of the assessment reports); (iv) better integration of the sci. recommendations in the pol. decisions, (iv) more careful approach to the multidisciplinary and geographical balance. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? (i) more procedural ―guaranties‖ concerning the comprehensiveness, (ii) very careful approach to the non-peer-reviewed literature 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? I see it correct how at present the uncertainties are demonstrated, however, the interpretation of these uncertainties and the interpretation of the way how those are presented need further thoughts. Actually, the various readers/users of these products (incl. the majority of the policymakers) have a very different background, thus they can have a very different meaning of the IPCC messages, in particular those dealing with the uncertainties. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? no spec. comment 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? see above 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? No! It is far from being perfect, however, it is a very unique mechanism and process. There were/are similar attempts (GEO, Mill. Eco. Assessment, UNEP‘s IRP etc), but still, the IPCC‘s one seems to be ―relatively sustainable‖. Nevertheless, it should be improved in several aspects. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? no spec. comment 11. Any other comments none
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1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Lead author, Coordinating lead author. Also reviewer of a special report 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions From the reported proceedings, it seems that as governments themselves are involved in the IPCC meetings with climate change experts, the scoping and identification of policy questions has not been problematic. After the 4th Assessment Report, the comments from authors and other agencies on the future of the IPCC have proved useful in the scoping and identification process. My main concern is how the IPCC authors would address some policy questions where there may be insufficient scientific knowledge and this could lead to some possible disagreement later. I suggest that such critical policy questions be highlighted and resolved at the first authors‘ meeting so that all chapters can make appropriate responses based on available scientific knowledge. The same goes with dealing policies on significant cross-cutting issues. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs Each round of assessment has seen a better representation of countries from the developing world and this is inevitable. In the WG2 of the 5th Assessment Report there are alternate vicechairs which signal that there is also a system of representation of available qualified members and of regions. As long as the members can devise a system that is democratic and agreeable there is no cause for external intervention. 2c. Selection of lead authors Similarly, the selection of lead authors has been increasingly more representative of regions. This has sometimes resulted in qualified scientists, especially from developed countries, excluded as lead authors. In such cases, these specialists can be involved as contributing authors. In my brief presentation to the IPCC Bureau members, I have suggested that the IPCC Secretariat designed a template with examples to show how a contributing author can provide an effective text box or one or more paragraphs of text. In the past, contributing authors tend to write too much and the material has to be severely trimmed. 2d. Writing of working group reports If all chapters carried out their work diligently, there are few problems except for cross-cutting issues which should be resolved at the first authors‘ meeting. The first meeting is also important
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where experienced authors can provide some insights for the new authors. I would suggest a tighter writing procedure to eliminate the necessity of a ‗zero‘ draft. With better planning and coordination, the process can do away with a ‗zero‘ draft and start immediately on the first draft which can still be long but equally relevant. In other words, the writing process should start with the objective of producing a good and substantive ‗first‘ draft for revision. The establishment of a discussion portal before the first authors‘ meeting for discussing issues would be useful. The scheduling of work tasks at each authors‘ meeting is crucial especially with more cross-cutting issues. 2e. Review processes The comments from experts, governments and review editors are definitely essential to the review process. While the major role of review editors is to ensure that the comments are addressed properly, their overview comments are equally important. For review editors, prior experience of the IPCC would be useful as they can provide insightful comments. For improvement in the review processes, I would suggest that the reviewers, governments and review editors, identify certain comments as ‗critical‘ and provide some elaboration. These would alert the chapter teams to put in extra efforts in responding to such comments. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers The SR and SPM are essential as policymakers normally do not have the time to read the entire report. It is essential to maintain consistency from the chapter to the SR and the SPM. Technically, the SR and SPM are produced by the chairs/vice-chairs/secretariat with the CLAs serving as authors (who in turn have to consult with the lead authors). If possible, I would suggest that a draft SR and SPM be made available as soon as possible (probably a provisional template after the first draft) and revised alongside with the revision of the main report. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary Precious time was wasted by unnecessary comments at the last plenary and resulted in a rush to finish the report. The procedures for the plenary should be clear even before the governments arrive for the meeting. All necessary papers, comments by the governments and the reviewers and suggested changes by the authors should be given to the governments for study and comments before the plenary. The plenary is to establish a consensus without backtracking to what is already evident in the documents. 2h. Preparation of any special reports
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Special reports are useful for those working on the main report. If the findings of such reports have a bearing on the main report, e.g. type of scenarios, then they should be made available as soon as possible before the writing process. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? I see a difference between a wide range of scientific views about climate change and the views that climate change does not happen. The former can be included and assessed appropriately but the latter is irrelevant. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? The role of the governments depends on themselves – from participation at the IPCC meetings, comments on the report, and the final plenary. In the 4th Assessment Report, only 30-plus governments sent in their comments. Some did not hold national meetings to select their best candidates for the nomination process – thus there was a conspicuous absence of qualified people from some countries. Some governments did not do their homework prior to the plenary. The IPCC should emphasize to the governments to take their role seriously in the entire process. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? Frankly, there is just too much literature, peer-reviewed or non-peer-reviewed, to be comprehensively handled by any one chapter. Perhaps, some basic rules can be followed. For peer-reviewed literature select only the most recent, comprehensive/review type papers, assess papers of different approaches/perspectives, and leave out many others dealing with details and examples (can be summarized in tables if necessary). Non-peer-reviewed literature (to be deposited with the secretariat) should be given a thorough evaluation by more than one member of the chapter. Controversial issues should be discussed and reviewed openly within chapters or between chapters (e.g. inclusion of some extreme values and its rationale). (See above comments in ‗e‘). 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? So far there has been no strong negative reaction on the characterization and handling of uncertainty as there is a common terminology. Authors have to be careful when using the terms. The common qualitative terminology is preferred over statistical statements which may give a wrong impression of precision. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? For such a monumental task, some errors are bound to be expected, either through insufficient
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checking, misinterpretation, etc. The IPCC has handled well the situation despite the pressure put on by the press. Personally, I think the press was trying to create more mischief when it asked the following questions: ―1. Do you have concerns about science, data or claims presented in the final draft of the IPCC AR4 report? If so, please detail. 2. Clearly the recent revelations and apology have dented public confidence in the IPCC's process, what can the IPCC do to restore confidence in its findings for future reports? 3. Do you still have confidence in the chair and vice-chairs of the IPCC or should they stand down from their positions? Please also give a short explanation for your answer? 4. Should the AR4 be reviewed in detail to check for other errors, particularly given that it is a document designed to help governments and officials make policy decisions that can impact both the environment and on people's lives?‖ For the next assessment report, the authors and review editors will have to be more conscientious of potential and critical issues that may come into possible dispute. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? As the IPCC faced data quality assurance issues for the first time, there were some initial hiccups in the response. Overall, the communication process has been sorted out and standard procedures have been put in place to handle such issues in future. A standard procedure of crisis handling is to treat the first 12 hours as crucial – there should be a mechanism at the secretariat to issue immediately a short statement to say that the problem is being looked into. Then update the statement when necessary, and provide a full explanation as soon as possible. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? As the IPCC is an intergovernmental organization, its sustainability depends very much on the governments who are the members. Scientists cannot change the structure although they are responsible for the information. Since its formation, the IPCC has generally shifted its attention from ‗science‘ to ‗policy‘. What I fear in future is that the ‗business‘ (already seen in carbon trading and related schemes and their growing literature) would become more dominant. In such a situation, the IPCC becomes redundant as we are not tackling climate change but only delaying through financial mechanisms. Governments and other international agencies should focus and promote direct mitigation and adaptation measures and not get involved in promoting temporary measures. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat,
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and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Perhaps more funds should go into the outreach programme so that the information is widely disseminated to various groups/stakeholders especially in developing countries. The message must be conveyed convincingly to them so that adaptation action can take place. For example, there is a need to produce readable versions of the SPM for the average person or simple guides on adaptation measures. As the management of information is the key in the IPCC writing process, perhaps improvements can be made to the distribution of more essential information, e.g. revision of some scenarios. CDroms and thumb-drives should be used readily for the diffusion of information from the secretariat. This would cut down the duplication of efforts by chapters and authors. 11. Any other comments There is plenty of discussion relating to mitigation measures which revolve around who are responsible for the GHGs emissions, cutting back the emissions and funding the mitigation measures. For adaptation, one important issue relates to the models and what can happen in future. Much funding has been spent on modelling and then policymakers may not be convinced of applying the measures because of the projected numbers on impacts. I would like to see more funds devoted to putting adaptation measures in place which are more convincing to the policymakers. For example, small islands are in danger of inundated by a rising sea level. Adaption measures should be implemented to show what can be done. Basically, we need more demonstration-type locations of workable or practical adaptation measures in various sectors to convince policymakers and other stakeholders of what can be done while the projected numbers on climate can still change.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Contributor, reviewer, Convening/Coordinating Lead Author, Lead Author (chapters, Technical Summaries, Summary for Policy Makers, Synthesis Report), Member of scoping teams, participant in SPM and synthesis report approval meetings 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions Mostly, seems OK as long as there is flexibility for LAs to modify the outlines where desirable. At the AR5 scoping one of the WG I chairs was particularly obdurate and the desires of the meeting were not carried through into the outline, especially related to water resources (a cross
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cutting issue for all 3 WGs). 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs I don't know much about this, it seems highly political not scientific. 2c. Selection of lead authors Mysterious: nominations go in but then? For WG I, AR4 I know there was some consultation with quite a few people. Seems less so for AR5. Seems like this should be more a group effort, but a small group and not just the co-chairs (or is it?). There are far too many politically correct appointments, so that developing country scientists are appointed who have insufficient scientific competence to do anything useful. This is reasonable if it is regarded as a learning experience, but in my chapter in AR4 we had half of the LAs who were not competent. It put a huge burden on the CLAs. 2d. Writing of working group reports Extra guidelines would help. I have been asked by prospective CLA about this for AR5 and I offered the following as a first step:  Ask what chapter it is and ensure you look hard at the scoping outline that has been approved. Look also at the other chapters to ensure that pieces are not missing.  Then ask who are the lead authors you would work with and what are their credentials?  The first job is typically to go through the outline and add an extra layer of subheadings and detail. There are some possibilities for modest changes in the headings you have been given. This outlines the expertise you will need.  As CLA you should delegate everything you can. So the chapter is then divided up into sections that each LA is responsible for. It should be a rule that there are always at least 2 LAs responsible for each section although one should be in charge. The second provides a cross check on the first. However, this also depends on the skill and expertise mix. Having a veteran with a novice; having a developed country scientist with a developing country one, etc.  Do not patronize the developing country scientists but do give them tasks they are capable of or have them work with another LA.  Thus develop an annotated outline with all the subheadings and a list of LAs responsible for each bit.  The LAs are responsible for the whole chapter: their name is on it, but in practice many will only do their part. The CLA is really responsible for the whole things and so it is best if others do the pieces and the CLAs do the assembling and integrating. CLAs also help out where required. Hence the need to delegate as much as possible.  The next task after assigning topics to LAs, is to go through and decide on contributing authors who are asked to write up to a page or so on a very specific topic and provide references and a figure. One should also get contributions from skeptics and alternative views and make them part of the process. If those views have substance then they have to be discussed. This serves to blunt criticisms that might come later.  The LAs serve as the editor of these pieces and makes first cut. To be responsible, one can
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later send the edited section back to the CAs so they can see what was done to it and get buy in. Figures are one key aspect and to the extent possible get the data for the figure rather than the figure, and get updates if it is about observational data. An important stage is to go through in developing the zero order draft and decide on which figures are best. The zero order draft goes to friendly colleagues selected by the TSU; the first order draft goes for expert review and the second order draft goes for government review, leading to the final version. In our case, we sent the zero order draft to all CAs for comment (we were the only chapter to do so). The main task of the CLA is to make the others work for him/her; that is one way to view the task: delegate. If there are good people your task may not be burdensome. But many LAs may need help. Of course, LAs write quite a bit but also edit the CA contributions. Remember this is an assessment and thus one does not simply review stuff and say A said this and B said that. Rather you make judgments about which is right and why the other one is wrong or incomplete or had poorer data or incomplete statistics etc. It requires discussion of merits of papers and the conclusions must be backed by evidence. This is what good scientists do anyway and of course the outcome is that certain avenues open up for further research. In that way you can encourage the LAs, and some papers may actually result from this process. 2e. Review processes



This seems to work fine, although in our chapter we did have an extra review via all the CAs, which was good to get their buy in. The review process works now with help of review editors, who were a valuable addition vs previous assessments, where the editors of the volume did not do their job. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers This was sort of OK scientifically but see next item on the process. A lot of important detail and caveats can get lost at this stage. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary This is an awful procedure and should be changed. It has far too much politics and the final version has little relation to the one suggested by the scientists. The debate expands to fit the time available. Extra rules should be brought in. While the scientists ensure that what is there is accurate, the balance can change and the overall message can get distorted. 2h. Preparation of any special reports Some of these can be useful but those that depend solely on the materials in the full reports (like the water one) have limited value. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled?
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It probably varies a lot by chapter and WG. I think we did fine and one needs to recognize legitimate scientific views that are backed by sound science and papers. We adopted an open discussion of all issues and did not try to hide or ignore any. This is where assessment departs from a review perhaps. Some guidelines on insisting on open discussion of controversial topics and how conclusions are drawn is probably helpful. It means also exposing issues and this can imply need for funding and research. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? It is helpful because it gets buy in to the product, but the approval process of the SPM needs revision. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? Some gray literature is essential as there is nothing else, and some published literature may be dated. But it must be assessed by LAs and not just one LA. i.e. As long as it basically gets reviewed by the team it should be OK. This also implies that the team is competent to judge (which is not always the case when WG II covers WG I material). 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? It has improved in each assessment but is still a challenge, especially in translating alternative views with appropriate weights. Some flexibility is desirable It must e recognized that it is often impossible to properly characterize uncertainty. In WG I uncertainty estimates are often available but often they do not bracket the different results from other groups. Structural uncertainty is typically underestimated. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? There should be a process in place and an erratum. So far errors are minor, but it may be possible that they could be substantial and have ramifications for findings. Perhaps an example is sea level and glaciers in WG I? Nonetheless the likely problems in this area were openly discussed. The science then evolves. However, the way the errors in WG II were handled in AR4 was abysmal. The charges about the paleo data record (related to Phil Jones ―trick‖ in the stolen emails) have been absurd as the issues there were fully discussed in the paleo chapter. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? There was a free for all after AR4 but communication of the outcome seemed to work OK. What
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failed miserably after AR4 was the IPCC response to climategate and subsequent errors and criticisms. IPCC did not respond promptly. They failed to point out and support the IPCC process and its rigor, and some ways to do this must be implemented. The bureau is not equipped to do this and is not capable. The dismantling of TSUs after the AR4 was completed left a huge void. A core group of the co-chairs should be maintained as a council perhaps. The process also needs to recognize possible conflicts and failures (such as the very bad failures by the Chairman (Pachauri)). Previous problems occurred after the SAR related to Ben Santer and the attribution chapter, and edits that were not overseen by Sir John Houghton or his team. The subsequent crucifying of Santer was terrible and IPCC was missing in action. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? It has grown to become unwieldy and unduly burdensome on the community. It should be changed. Given that global warming is unequivocal, why continue? A series of more focused topics should be assessed and a lot of the material in the reports should be made more timely and ―operational‖ and routine (e.g. the updates of observations and what is happening and why (attribution), and model projections). Breaking the process into these two parts would be one way forward. Already there is now an annual special issue of the Bulletin of American Meteorological Society providing an update of the climate of the past year. This has become better but still is far from IPCC standards. But it is essential if decision makers are to work with the latest information. Some aspects of IPCC are valuable but the whole process is obsolete. Declare success and move on to a new model. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Changing the assessment to a more routine component plus an assessment of more focused but different topics would have implications for the whole operation. See above for the need for some continuity between assessments. 11. Any other comments Given lack of adequate support for LAs who have come under attack, why should anyone become an LA? IPCC is at a critical point where it could collapse. Commentaries exist on this in several places, including my web site.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Government focal point, Coordinating Lead Author, Review Editor, Reviewer
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2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? I have contributed to and experience with the Working Group I (WgI) assessment, but only limited experience with the assessment processes of the other Working Groups 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions In WgI the assessment process starts with the scoping and identification of scientific questions, not of policy questions. This is done by a broad range of scientists, invited by the Wg Bureau through a.o. governments and participating organizations to special scoping meetings. My experience is that this scoping process results in a balanced and well composed proposal for the structure and contents of the next report, covering the important questions and issues that have arisen in recent years. Strenght: the scoping process leads to a well structured and balanced report Potential weakness: the selection of scientists invited to participate in the scoping process might lead to a one-sided, unbalanced, report if the selection would take place within a more or less closed inner circle of IPCC-related scientists. An open invitation and selection procedure, f.e. carried out by Academies of Science,could avoid this potential weakness. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs IPCC being an intergovernmental organization, the election of the Bureau by the Council is of necessity a partly political process. According to the rules, Bureau Members shall be experts in the field of climate change and all WMO-regions are to be represented in the IPCC Bureau but a certain degree of political influence is unavoidable. F.e. the chairperson of IPCC, who also chairs the Bureau, needs the support of the developing countries. The Working Group co-chairs are also formally elected by the Council but the actual influence of the Council is limited because the country that offers to host the Working Group‘s Technical Support Unit proposes the chairperson and it is difficult for the Council to deviate from that proposal. The past WgI co-chairs, in particular those from the developed country, have all been highly respected and competent scientists. Strenght: the election process is a well established UN process that leads to a generally accepted governing body Weakness: some people feel that politics should not play a role in a scientific organization like IPCC. I am not of that opinion. 2c. Selection of lead authors A (Co-ordinating) Lead Author has a demanding, time and energy consuming task. Not all scientists are prepared to carry out such task on top of their normal scientific work. The risk is
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that Lead Authors are selected from a more or less closed inner circle of IPCC-related scientists. I would prefer a more open selection procedure. This could perhaps be achieved by involving or giving the lead to the Academies of Science. Selection and invitation by an Academy of Science would perhaps be more ―objective‖ and authoritative and more difficult to refuse. 2d. Writing of working group reports My experience with the writing process in WgI is very positive. It is a very open process in which authors are prepared to criticize and listen to each other and to consider carefully the viewpoints of reviewers and also those of the so-called skeptics. I have never experienced any political influence in this process that takes place during various Lead Author Meetings and, in between such meetings, via exchange of drafts, email discussions etc. The strenghth of the process is an open scientific attitude. I find it difficult to see any weaknesses. It is important to have a strong, scientically highly competent, chairperson. WgI has had the good fortune of having such excellent chairpersons. 2e. Review processes The review process is very extensive, with an informal review of the 0th order draft and two formal reviews of the draft, all three of those involving many reviewers. My experience in WgI is that the comments of reviewers are considered seriously. Drawbacks are the enormous volume of reviews, the fact that the names of the reviewers are not kept secret, and the not very clear way by which reviewers are selected. I would prefer a much smaller number of reviewers, selected from a range of disciplines including the skeptics, whose names are kept secret. The review process could perhaps be led by an institution outside the IPCC, f.e. the Academy of Science of the host country of the Working Group. The introduction of Review Editors has been a considerable improvement. At present Review Editors are not obliged however to report to the Bureau or the Council about their findings. Strength: the review process is very extensive with many people critically examining the texts. Weakness: the volume of reviews is great, the risk of oversights and errors is large; the selection procedure of reviewers is unclear; Review Editors should be obliged to report to Bureau or Council in all cases. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers The Synthesis Report and its SPM is a serious attempt to combine the assessment results of the 3 Working Groups into one report. It is not clear however who is the target group for this report. Many policy makers will find it too complicated. The Synthesis Report itself is already a combined summary of the 3 Wg-reports. I don‘t see the need for an SPM of the Synthesis Report 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary This question is not clear. Which report is meant here? The Working Group Report is accepted by
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Plenary; the Synthesis Report is adopted by Plenary, and the Summaries for Policy Makers are approved by Plenary. The definitions of these terms can be found on the IPCC website: http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/ipcc-principles/ipcc-principles-appendix-a.pdf The strenghth of these seemingly complicated procedures is that Countries see themselves as owners of these reports. The SPM f.e. is a scientifically correct and reliable summary of the main report and at the same time line-by-line approved by the intergovernmental plenary. I find this one of the strong and also beautiful aspects of the intergovernmental mechanism. 2h. Preparation of any special reports I have had no first-hand experience with or involvement in the preparation of special reports. The procedures for their preparation are not different from those for the main reports. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? My experience in WgI is that to the extent possible the full range of scientific views is dealt with, including sceptic views that have been presented and published in a scientifically acceptable and accessible manner. In such an extensive field of scientific knowledge as this one there may always be omissions or discussions about whether or not some results should be assessed, but in general IPCC offers a comprehensive review and assessment of the relevant scientific literature. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? The intergovernmental IPCC operates on the scientific side near the sharp edge between science and policy. In my opinion this is one of the beautiful aspects of IPCC: the IPCC process produces comprehensive and scientifically reliable reports, covering the full range of scientific certainty and uncertainty: ―policy relevant but not policy prescriptive‖ is the IPCC adage. At the same time the reports are accepted and owned by the governments and difficult to ignore: they themselves have accepted the reports and approved the SPMs. Take away the role of the governments, and the reports will be ignored and marginalized. Of course there is a risk of politicizing the IPCC process, but the careful application of the rules of procedures has sofar avoided that risk, certainly in WgI. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? I don‘t think the selection of the ―sources of data‖ can be improved. It is up to the Co-ordinating Lead Author, together with his/her Lead Authors, to decide which literature should be assessed. For the use of non-peer-reviewed literature IPCC has strict rules. The Review Editors could be asked to check if these rules are adhered to and to report any breach of the rules. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report?
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Any attempt to characterize or quantify uncertainty has drawbacks because information comes from a wide range of disciplines, each with their own culture and their own way of dealing with uncertainties. Moreover very often uncertainties cannot be quantified objectively and therefore a certain degree of subjective judgment is unavoidable. With this in mind, the present system of expressing uncertainty in terms of confidence and likelihood seems to work reasonably well, be it that the three Working Groups each use their own combination of confidence and likelihood judgments. An attempt to further unify the handling of uncertainty would be wise, keeping in mind the different disciplenary backgrounds of the Working Groups. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? The quality of the data used in the assessed literature is a matter of confidence and knowledge, given the fact that the assessed literature has passed a peer-review process and that the Lead Authors themselves know the data sources from their own experience. The handling of data quality assurance and quality control should be left to the CLAs . The use of non-peer-reviewed literature poses a problem in this respect because the quality of the data is not assured. Strict adherence to IPCC‘s rules and making explicit reservations concerning the quality of non-peer reviewed data is essential. CLAs and IPCC in general should avoid basing important conclusions on non-peer-reviewed literature without carefully checking the quality and without reporting the source of the data. IPCC should keep a publicly accessible file of corrections and rectifications of errors discovered after publication. IPCC should be completely transparant in this respect. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? In their communication with the media and the general public, there is perhaps sometimes a tendency to overstate IPCC‘s conclusions by underrating the uncertainties and to suggest political consequences of IPCC‘s findings. In its communication to the outside world, IPCC should always present its conclusions carefully, including uncertainties, and avoid any political conclusion. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? From the above it should be clear that I support the present IPCC assessment model, including the intergovernmental nature of IPCC. Improvements could be made in details such as the review process or the communication with the public and the policy makers, but the assessment model should be kept as is and should serve as a model for the assessment of other environmenta areas of concern. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat,
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and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? The funding of IPCC, being based on voluntary contributions of participating countries, has always been a problem. I think that a funding scheme based on voluntariness is insufficient and also unreasonable. It should be based on either compulsory contributions based on the UN scale, or IPCC should be financed entirely through the UN, perhaps through WMO. 11. Any other comments IPCC has served the international community very well since its foundation by using and developing an interesting and also beautiful model of strict scientific standards within an intergovernmental environment. Of course quality standards could and should be further improved, but in this massive assessment process errors are unavoidable. The minor errors discovered recently should be corrected but should be no reason to fundamentally change are annihilate this assessment model.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Contributor, Lead Author (chapters, Technical Summary), Drafting Author for the Summary for Policymakers, Coordinating Lead Author 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions Strengths: The Synthesis Reports organized by explicit question is a good way to scope and identify the policy questions relevant to the governments. Weaknesses: The Plenary Approved Outline process doesn‘t function very well because the governments sometimes require the scientists to cover topics that are not covered by enough literature. Recommendation: There needs to be feedback during the process between the Author Teams and the Bureaus on what is working in the PAOs and what is not. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs No comments. 2c. Selection of lead authors Strengths: Author teams are formed with balanced representation from developed and developing
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countries, gender, etc. Weaknesses: The subjects covered by Working Group II are broad, and it is difficult to cover all of the needed areas of expertise with a small team of lead authors. Because of the emphasis on geographic and political diversity, often the lead experts are not as optimally diverse in terms of their expertise. Contributing Authors are supposed to fill these gaps, but these gaps can be wide and the CAs are not really engaged in the full process. Another weakness relates to the lack of indigenous authors. This is a challenging area, but one that needs to be addressed with IPCC guidelines. Recommendations: 1) Ensure that the lead author team covers all major subject bases in the chapter in terms of their own expertise. 2) Indigenous knowledge leaders should be added to relevant author teams. 2d. Writing of working group reports Strengths: The staggered time period for AR5 is helpful, but there should be even more time between WGs I and II because the climate scenarios are not published early enough for WGII scientists to do their work and publish the results. Weaknesses: 1) Working Group II covers too broad a spectrum of material. 2) Literature in other languages is often not included. Recommendations: 1) Working Group II should produce two separate parts of its Assessment: One for Sectors and one for Regions. 2) The time between Working Group I and II Reports should be even more staggered – up to 2 to 3 years. This would truly allow a critical mass of WGII literature to develop and for the WGII Report to stand more on its own. 3) IPCC needs to provide multi-lingual for support for author teams to translate key literature and support authors for whom English is not the first language. 2e. Review processes Strengths: The review processes gathers a wide swath of academic and government experts and does make the IPCC documents very strong. Weaknesses: Responses to reviews are not available until after the process is complete. Recommendations: 1) A larger team of Review Editors should more pro-actively serve to ensure that all review comments are answered in a satisfactory manner.
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2) Process should be more like peer-review process in which the responses are returned to the original reviewers for further comment if any. If the reviewer does not feel it is answered adequately, he/she is free to respond at that time. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers Strengths: The Synthesis Reports organized by explicit question is a good way to scope and identify the policy questions relevant to the governments. The TAR process worked better than AR4. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary For Working Group II AR4, there was simply too much material to cover in five days. This needs to be planned in a much more realistic way. 2h. Preparation of any special reports No comments. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? I believe they are well represented. Review Editors serve as the arbiter to make sure that differing views are incorporated. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? Sometimes the governments push for changes that are not supported by the scientific literature – usually for political reasons. It is important that scientists are backed up when they disagree with such changes. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? For Working Group II, there is important information to assess in some non-journal-based but still peer-reviewed sources, such as technical reports. The term ‗grey literature‘ should be abandoned. The literature is either ‗peer-reviewed‘ or it is not; or journal-based or not. Adaptation is increasingly occurring on the ground and being reported in non-journal-based literature. If WGII cannot assess this broad range of literature, its assessment will not be at the cutting-edge. I also believe that encouraging studies in the developing world is very important to future IPCC Working Group II reports.
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6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? A Guideline Document should be agreed on at the beginning of each Assessment Report, agreed on by the Working Groups and disseminated and discussed widely. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? A process should be put in place to handle each query as it arises. When errors are judged to have been made, errata should be published on the IPCC website. However, it should also be clear that not every scientist whose work is assessed will agree with the representation of his/her work in the IPCC Reports. Thus, there also needs to be a procedure in place to respond to this type of ‗disgruntled‘ scientists. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? Media interactions with authors need to be coordinated along with timely response. Also, the media needs to have a better understanding of the IPCC process. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? The IPCC Assessment process is focused on national policymakers involved in the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. However, it should be recognized that the IPCC Reports cannot provide information for all levels and types of stakeholders, so other assessment processes should be allowed to develop, For example, I believe that a parallel Assessment Report, the Assessment Report on Climate Change and Cities (ARC3), should be created that provides focused information for stakeholders in cities, who are emerging as the ‗First Responders‘ to climate change in both mitigation and adaptation. The IPCC as it stands now has simply become too broad to answer all the assessment needs of different types of decisionmakers. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Post-docs should be funded for all of the CLAs. The Secretariat should be fully staffed and supported. 11. Any other comments All authors should sign a statement disclosing their potential conflicts of interest.
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1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? CLA, IPCC Bureau member 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions OK 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs OK 2c. Selection of lead authors OK 2d. Writing of working group reports I guess that more meetings will help, specially small meetings gathering only the CLAs and LAs for each chapter without plenary sessions. It would be also important to have at least one person dedicated full time for each chapter and its interactions. Usually the authors are very busy and lots of important gaps and overlaps happen. 2e. Review processes Up to now this is the weakest part of the process. The role of the reviewer is almost bureaucratic. As in my previous comment In my opinion each chapter should have a full time dedicated reviewer. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers OK 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary OK 2h. Preparation of any special reports OK 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled?
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Giving more support to developing countries participation. Not only for meetings attendance, but for their institutions, for publishing papers so that the research from their institutions could be considered in the report. Different results and controversies should have a place on the report in order to highlight to the public the areas of conflicts and lack of consensus. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? I would keep the way it is now, in other words, at the SPM approval and scope approval. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? In my opinion using non-peer-reviewed literature might be too risky so I would prefer to support the publishing of this kind of literature, even producing an IPCC editorial group to organize the peer-review. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? It was well handled. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? In my opinion it was a delay on the reaction. As to quality control I suggest that IPCC should have dedicated reviewers for each chapter of each report. Voluntary job is not always reliable considering dedication. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? I don´t have a clear position in that. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? Only the suggestions I´ve already made. Maybe a permanent scientific staff, at least during each report cycle. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? No
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1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Review Editor 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs 2c. Selection of lead authors 2d. Writing of working group reports 2e. Review processes The review process is sound and thorough. From the perspectives of our chapter:  reviewers were sought from all the authors and editors.  The reviewers represented a wide range of organizations, disciplines and backgrounds.  Every comment was carefully logged, assessed by the chapter team and the action taken documented. The chapter team was very professional and conducted a careful and impartial assessment of each comment.  In the end, and because of the large number of comments and short period of time, the review editor had to rely on the authors to take the necessary actions relating to the comments. I felt perfectly confident in relying on the author team, although this does point to the need for more time at this stage for review editors to check final versions of chapters against the comments received. I am not sure whether persons providing comments on the different drafts are thanked for their comments and told that they have been fully considered and incorporated where appropriate. If this is not done as a standard practice then perhaps it should be, because persons providing comments on subsequent drafts may wonder why their comments have not been taken on board. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary 2h. Preparation of any special reports 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled?
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The review process allows for incorporation of a wider scientific view, however, I think there needs to be more interaction between related chapters, especially during the meetings to prepare the various drafts. Interaction is usually done informally between scientists who know each other, but for instance in AR4, Vol 2 report, I think more organized interaction between the Small Islands and Coastal Chapters would have been beneficial – this could have taken the form of short meetings at the beginning of each day to discuss areas of overlap between the chapters. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? Especially when it comes to the developing world, and small islands in particular, the shortage and in some cases absence of peer reviewed literature is a serious disadvantage. I am of the opinion that non-peer reviewed literature (from reliable sources e.g. UN reports) should be accessed and referenced in IPCC reports, however when referred to in the text it should be noted that this source is non-peer reviewed, and the weight given to the information should be duly adjusted. My recommendation is that in areas where there is no other literature, then non-peer reviewed literature should be used and referenced in IPCC reports, although it should be noted that the source has not been peer reviewed. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? There is a need for further work and improvement here because the problem of uncertainty, particularly when conveying the information to the public is massive. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? I do not think the IPCC communicates well with the general public. The website, size of the assessment reports and content of the summaries are not easy reading or user friendly for the public. My recommendation is for the IPCC to have a separate website, managed by communication specialists with expertise in science writing, to succinctly and concisely explain, in easy (and accurate) language the contents and findings of assessment reports and other major documents published by the IPCC. I recognize that this is a significant undertaking in terms of cost – but it is very much needed. When people in small islands ask me where can they get authoritative and
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factual information about climate change, I am loathe to direct them to the IPCC website because it is so difficult to navigate, it is not user friendly and the content does not answer the needs of the general public. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? Basically I think the process is sound. However, the delay factor is becoming more and more serious given the current interest in climate change, and the speed at which the science is moving. The gap between the 4th and 5th assessment reports, nearly 7 years, is too long. I recommend that the maximum time between assessment reports be no more than 5 years. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? 11. Any other comments



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Government Focal Point 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions Forces: Les impacts du climat sur le développement socio-économique des pays depuis l‘ère industrielle posent la problématique d‘une évaluation de l‘évolution du climat et des mesures pour y faire face. Ce qui nécessite une prise en compte des questions politiques à court, moyen et long terme pour une meilleure mise en œuvre des actions appropriées protectrices de l‘environnement. Faiblesses: La meilleure organisation des pays développés peut souvent influer sur les discussions pour les prises de positions. Recommandations: L‘équité doit prévaloir dans les discussions. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs Forces: L‘élection des membres du bureau et des présidents de groupe ainsi que des membres de groupe I, II, III se fait conformément aux procédures et règles établies et adoptées au sein du GIEC. Cette élection se fait en plénière en tenant compte de la répartition géographique, de la
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représentativité des Pays développés et des Pays en développement suite aux candidatures soumises au GIEC. Faiblesses: Certaines candidatures viennent des institutions indépendantes, ce qui pourrait poser le problème de la représentativité et de l‘implication des pays. La lenteur dans le remplacement des membres non disponibles peut aussi jouer sur les prises de décisions. Recommandations: Prendre en compte uniquement les candidatures soumises par les pays . Ce qui est même inscrit dans les règles et procédures du GIEC. Mettre en place un système de remplacement rapide des membres non disponibles afin d´éviter de perdre du temps dans les sessions. 2c. Selection of lead authors Forces: La sélection des principaux auteurs suit les mêmes procédures que les membres du Bureau à la différence que chaque Groupe (I, II, III), conformément aux chapitres du rapport d‘évaluation procède à la sélection des principaux auteurs et présente à la plénière du Bureau pour adoption. Faiblesses: Les règles de sélection sont très strictes ( PhD, Publications sur Google etc..) empêchant souvent les candidats des pays en développement notamment ceux d‘Afrique d‘être sélectionnés. L‘Afrique est souvent absente dans les études scientifiques. Recommandations: Revoir le niveau de sélection à la Maitrise et tenir compte de la littérature ( Rapports, Mémoire, études au niveau national etc.), de l‘expertise afin de favoriser l‘implication forte des pays en développement. 2d. Writing of working group reports Forces: La rédaction de rapport de groupe de travail se fonde sur la documentation disponible ( études, recherches, articles, publications, revues etc..), les expertises et les témoignages. Les échanges entre les experts et au sein des groupes permettent d‘analyser les questions fondamentales et de proposer un draft pour adoption. Faiblesses: Le travail de bénévolat des auteurs notamment des pays en développement peut peser souvent sur la qualité de l‘analyse approfondie des questions. Recommandations: Mettre en place un mécanisme de motivation des auteurs afin d‘améliorer la qualité des produits. 2e. Review processes Forces: Le partage des points de vue reste de rigueur pour le processus. Aussi toutes les institutions, organisations et ONGs admises comme observateurs sont aussi invitées à donner leur point de vue sur tous les rapports du GIEC.
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Faiblesses: La disponibilité des rapports en anglais uniquement, ainsi que les discussions dans les groupes de contact en anglais ne favorisent pas l‘implication des pays non anglophone. Recommandations: Renforcer le système de traduction et d‘échanges. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers Forces: Le rapport de synthèse et le résumé pour les décideurs préparés par les groupes de travail sont analysés, amendés et adoptés par la plénière du GIEC avec la participation de institutions, organisations et ONGs admises comme observateurs au sein du GIEC.. Faiblesses: Cette préparation se fait au niveau des auteurs d‘abord. Recommandations: Impliquer les pays dans tous le processus. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary Forces: L‘adoption du rapport en séance plénière se fait par consensus après une analyse approfondie par les Points focaux et propositions d‘amendements. Faiblesses: Cependant l‘adoption des rapports se fait souvent à des heures tardives 2h, 3h, 6h du matin empêchant certaines délégations de participer aux débats. Le temps aussi imparti pour l‘adoption est souvent court. Recommandations: Éviter les heures tardives des séances et prévoir le temps nécessaire pour les sessions. 2h. Preparation of any special reports Forces: Communication des rapports et partage d‘informations lors des plénières. Faiblesses: Sélection de nombres insuffisants de participants pour les ateliers Recommandations: Impliquer tous les pays dans la préparation en utilisant les courriers électroniques. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? Une satisfaction pour l'éventail complet des vues scientifiques , cependant il serait souhaitable d‘impliquer suffisamment les pays en développement. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? Les gouvernements jouent un rôle d‘appui conseil et de facilitation.
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5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? L‘amélioration des sources de données reste toujours nécessaire afin d‘améliorer la qualité des études. Mais cela dépend aussi de la responsabilité des experts choisis et de leur degré d‘engagement. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? La manipulation et la qualification des incertitudes relèvent de l‘interprétation et de l‘objectif visés par les pays et les médias. Il revient au GIEC de mieux expliquer les contextes d‘usage dans les rapports afin d‘éviter toute manipulation à d‘autre fin. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? Immédiatement après l‘adoption des rapports, le GIEC doit mettre en place un comité de relecture dans toutes les langues de travail avant publication. Aussi un erratum doit être publié dans les six mois qui suivent. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? Le GIEC doit élaborer une stratégie de communication impliquant les points focaux au niveau national. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? Le GIEC doit rester le seul modèle d‘évaluation afin de maintenir la cohérence, de poursuivre et de renforcer les actions entreprises. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Le Secrétariat du GIEC doit être renforcé en moyens humain, matériel et financier pour faire face à sa mission qui devient de plus en plus importante et exigeante. 11. Any other comments Si le GIEC n‘existait pas , il fallait le créer afin d‘être conscient aujourd‘hui de l‘évolution du climat et de ses impacts et donc de la menace climatique. L‘appui constant de l‘OMM et du PNUE ainsi que les Pays et d‘autres institutions reste
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nécessaire pour le GIEC.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Participant in all processes (scoping, nominations, review, acceptance etc.) 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions strengths – government representatives, decision by consensus. weaknesses – no adequate interest from some countries to the issue 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs strengths –decision by consensus during all steps weaknesses – Language barrier within regional groups 2c. Selection of lead authors strengths – address to all governments weaknesses – no adequate interest from some (developing and E.T. ) countries because of absence of financing 2d. Writing of working group reports 2e. Review processes strengths – address to all governments weaknesses – no adequate interest from some (developing and E.T. ) countries because of absence of financing 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary strengths – government representatives, decision by consensus.
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weaknesses – time shortage, not effective discussions 2h. Preparation of any special reports 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? Awareness arising 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? 11. Any other comments



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? CLA, LA. Also CLA of a Special Report 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? It would be desirable to have more clear delineation between the "political" and scientific parts of the process. Right now, the SPMs are negotiated line-by-line and the underlying report is supposed to be made consistent with the negotiated SPMs. There are two alternatives I can imagine: One is that governments could negotiate their own interpretation of the underlying
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report in form of SPM that would not require any changes in the scientific assessment. Second, governments could pose questions and give suggestions in the concluding plenary for the SPMs. Subsequently, government comments could be collated and integrated in the SPM and the underlying report by the LAs with the guidance of Review Editors 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions IPCC is not allowed to be policy prescriptive. This was appropriate in the days when the primary focus of the assessments was on attribution of climate change, assessment of impacts and mitigation possibilities. In the meantime, climate mitigation and stabilization policies have been adopted around the world. The ideas of "green growth" and sustainability transition are now pervasive. All of these developments require policies and measures. Thus, IPCC should be allowed to look at portfolios of prescriptive policies and measure directed at achieving particular climate and development goals. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs This process is in general quite intransparent and appears to be often more an outcome of "political" deals than an explicit process to solicit the best minds and those best qualified for the difficult task of co-chairing an IPCC WG. 2c. Selection of lead authors Generally, LAs are nominated by governments and international organizations. However, how the selection is made from those lists is by far not clear. I am not aware that any process is in place. The predominant concern appears to be geographic, gender ... balance rather than making sure that the best LAs are chosen - this is particularly critical for the function of CLAs 2d. Writing of working group reports This process functions fairly well and is one of least need for reforms. However, significantly more integration across WGs is of exceptional importance. 2e. Review processes The review process works fairly. It is one of the most extensive I am familiar with. The main improvement would be inclusion of anonymous expert review to be added to review comments provided by experts and governments (that are explicitly attributed and not anonymous). 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers Preparation of the Synthesis report needs major reform. It is the least satisfactory of all IPCC activities, yet the most important part of the assessment reports. Work across WGs needs to be integrated in the Synthesis report. IPCC should consider the establishment of a different set of LAs on the writing team than those working on the three WG reports.
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2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary My response here is the same as given above under the question 2. and the Review-process question. 2h. Preparation of any special reports I see little need for preparation of special reports (even though or perhaps because I chaired a Special Report). It would be preferable in my view to integrate the assessment report across the WGs and thereby eliminate the need for special reports in-between the full assessment reports. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? IPCC should return to the Bert Bolin position that the full range of views and full scientific uncertainty needs to be reflected regarding all issues and questions addressed by the assessments. The more recent practice of applying some kind of likelihood and certainty measures (valuations) to most of the findings and statements is in my view both misleading and not all that useful given that different WGs apply different definitions and ways of dealing with likelihood. Making sure that the uncertainty ranges are fully reflected and explained is essential in my view. Furthermore, the more extreme parts of the distributions (say the 2% likelihood of the tails) might be more important than the mean or median. Outmost effort must be made that the rare, but high consequence events are duly treated in IPCC assessments. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? There are two sides to this story: First, the intergovernmental aspect of IPCC makes the assessment reports so very relevant - namely that they have been signed off by most of the world's governments. However, this indirectly lowers the average quality of LAs by placing high priority on balance rather than on getting the best authors to work on the assessment. Second, the line-by-line negotiation of the SPMs and the Synthesis Report brings in political considerations that are often not presented in the underlying science. Thus, the politics curtails the science. This has to be minimized. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? My view has been for a long time that IPCC assessments should be limited to peer-review literature. I am not against using other kinds of literatures as long as this is clearly indicated both in the reference in the text and in the list of references, say different font or italics for non-peerreviewed literature. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report?
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I have responded to this question under number 3. above. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? IPCC is an assessment and not a UN Agency or a permanent project. Scientists contribute their time for free, otherwise it would be unaffordable. The clear consequence in my mind is that individual LAs and CLAs should respond to possible errors and omissions discovered after publication. IPCC itself should not respond and this has been in my view a big mistake in the past. The mistakes and controversies should be dealt in the subsequent assessment. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? This is not always done well. Furthermore, the award of the Peace Nobel prize to IPCC has catapulted the organization to very high visibility for a scientific assessment. In my view, this did not help with keeping the feet on the ground and making sure that most statements made by IPCC officers and leadership are limited to the underlying assessments rather than based on other evidence or even worse on personal opinions. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? I have made a suggestion above to separate the political negotiations from the substantive assessment and to improve the process of selecting co-chairs and authors more based on merit and less on politics. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? The TSUs need to be integrated with the secretariat. The current arrangement of three completely separate TSUs and administrative secretariat in Geneva needs more streamlining and integration. There should be more funding for supporting substantive parts of the assessment. The travel is provided by some but not by other governments. The IPCC travel fund should cover all LAs rather than only those from developing countries leaving other LAs from rich countries to their own devices if their government does not cover the travel costs. 11. Any other comments The assessments need to be less frequent and WGs fully integrated.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes?
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LA, CLA. I will respond to the following questions from the WGII viewpoint. 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions I have little experience on this process. Establishing a set of clear policy questions is important for LAs to perform focused assessment. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs I had no experience on this process. 2c. Selection of lead authors This is a critical process to ensure the quality of assessment reports. In addition to the nomination from governments, it seems adequate to ask national academies for their nominations, though this would make the LA candidates list even larger. It may be a good idea for external experts selected by ICSU or IAC to assist or check the selection process. Such openness of the procedures can contribute to increase reliability of the IPCC. 2d. Writing of working group reports In my experience, a small number of LAs in a chapter writing team was effective to keep close discussions and communication. It was helpful to revising the drafts to meet the whole writing team when LA meetings were held once or twice a year. On the other hand, chapter writing teams often lack capacity to cover the full range of the subjects to be addressed. Particularly, the nature of regional chapters' work looked a small IPCC, i.e., they were expected to cover the whole sectoral issues in the target region. Therefore, communications between sectoral and regional chapters should be strengthened. It is also important to encourage inviting contributing authors for specific subjects. All LAs were busy and volunteers, so they were often difficult to concentrate to reviewing and writing. As the work took over three years, we revised the chapter drafts many times. These long and repeated works made it confusing to make all the changes, inserts of new references and other editions. Chapter team should check the draft very carefully whenever they finalize the first, second, and higher order drafts. The role of RE should be expand to check all these processes independently. 2e. Review processes The number of review comments we received was unusually large for the draft of each step. But I thought that this was a good sign to show high interests of the governments and experts. It also
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helped us to increase the quality and reliability of the draft. Therefore, I feel it strange that the Himalayan glacier issue passed through this review and revision process. To avoid such events, the role of RE should be strengthened, so that RE can order LAs to make relevant corrections. RE also check the consistency between chapter text and summary for policy makers and technical summary. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers The Synthesis report is useful to present the essence of the IPCC review. But I did not participate in this process. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary Given the inter-governmental nature of IPCC, adoption of report is very important, which sets a foundation for governments to use the IPCC reports as a basis for their climate policy. On the other hand, the IPCC plenary for adoption was a place where governments showed their views including political ones to the final drafts. When I attended the plenary, I felt that the compromise between scientific conclusions and the governments' views were sometimes very difficult. However, this is a unique opportunity both for governments and LAs representing the research community. LAs are asked to present "policy- relevant and not policy-prescriptive" review results, and governments have the responsibility to develop their own policies based on the scientific conclusions. Ideally speaking, this process is a collaboration of science and policymaking to develop science-based policy. I believe that this framework is unprecedented and very important to the world. Therefore, both governments and the research community keep these positions firmly. 2h. Preparation of any special reports Preparation of special reports also needs a long time and large efforts. I think that IPCC should limit the number of special reports and concentrate to the main assessment reports, unless urgent request is made from the IPCC plenary (majority of the governments) or UN. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? IPCC is very important institution for the societies in the world as mentioned in 2. 7). Structure of three working group is adequate, but more communications among them are needed. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? The intergovernmental nature of IPCC is unique and precious as already mentioned in 2.7). The overall commitments of the governments seem to be relevant, but they should understand the different roles of the government and research community in the IPCC more clearly. If the
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scientific neutrality is not maintained, the IPCC would lose its value and reliability. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? For the impacts assessment of developing countries, there were only a limited number of peerreviewed papers. On the other hand, reflecting the strong concerns and assistance needs, many international organizations, development banks, and NGOs published a substantial amount of reports, some of which were peer-reviewed and of high quality, and others were not. Therefore, if we cannot use these literatures, the assessment would be quite limited for the impacts, vulnerability, and countermeasures particularly for the developing world. I think it relevant to use these literatures after critical review as determined in the IPCC procedure. There is another group of literature, which is the national communications prepared by the governments under the UNFCCC. I think that the national communications should be cut out from the information sources, because they directly reflect the interests of individual countries. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? Indicating uncertainty is helpful and necessary, because the IPCC reports are used by policymakers. The difficulty we faced was that no literature included such indices for uncertainty. Therefore, the uncertainty indices in the IPCC reports were determined based on the expert judgment. To avoid subjective misjudgment as much as possible, we should ask reviewers' comments on this point as well. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? IPCC's rule for handling literatures has already been set, and it is mostly relevant. However, no report of 3000 pages cannot be free from errors such as typos and incorrect referencing. Therefore it is important to introduce a procedure to correct errors and post errata at the IPCC web site after publishing the reports. If a scientific question of importance is raised, an ad-hoc committee may be established to examine it and review related materials. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? I have been feeling that media did not understand the nature of IPCC and its reports very well. For example, many media treat IPCC as a specific group of experts who want to promote policies against global warming. They also report as if IPCC recommends a certain target of the stabilization level such as 2 degree Celsius and certain policies. If people believe that IPCC is not scientifically neutral, they think that IPCC wants to lead them toward a specific direction. IPCC itself did not explain its nature to the general public of the world in a effective way. Such press story and misunderstanding are one of backgrounds of the current situation.
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9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? As I mentioned above, I believe that IPCC is a very important institution and it should be stay in the future as well. But we need improvement of its activities in the way of increasing openness, transparency and publicity. Experts representing ICSU and IAC should be invited to check the nomination of LAs and REs Rules should be established to increase credibility such as conflict of interests policy Procedures to correct errors such as errata and ad-hoc committee Another point I am wondering is that, as LAs need to spend much time for over three years to complete an assessment report, it is difficult to rely only on their voluntary efforts. IPCC may need to introduce some mechanism to support their work such as introduction of literatures, their collection, English editing for non English-native LAs etc. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? I wrote a lot already.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Lead Author, Member of the Core Writing Team of a Synthesis Report, IPCC Bureau Member. Also Lead Author of special reports 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? The open and transparent process whereby the various IPCC reports are produced along with the (systematic) consideration of a wide range of views, interdisciplinary expertise and geographical representation constitute key strengths in the IPCC assessment process. However, there is a need to ensure that current procedures are fully understood and duly applied by the key stakeholders. 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions All members and observer organizations are invited to make submissions of policy-relevant scientific and technical topics to be considered. This is clearly a valuable asset to be preserved. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs
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The rules of procedures for the election of the IPCC bureau, including working group chairs, and any task force bureau are unambiguous. But selection of a co-chair from a developed country goes with it an obligation that that country should provide financial resources necessary to run the Technical Support Unit. There is nothing in the rules that says it but it is accepted as a rule. This precludes many countries from even seeking to be co-chairs. Furthermore it creates an imbalance between a co-chair from developing country (without similar support) and industrialised country. In addition while WMO regions are applied for the IPCC, the balanced geographic representation consideration seems to be heeded in the number of Developed Countries, Countries with Economy in Transition, and Developing Countries. The latest elections of the bureau members eventually saw 3 co-chairs for working group III. 2c. Selection of lead authors In principle, the selection of lead authors as such does not constitute a major problem. However, there is a need to ramp up efforts aimed at increasing nominations from Developing Countries, particularly low and mid-income countries. Experience so far shows that nominations from focal points in those countries have left out many competent experts in science, technology and socioeconomics.. 2d. Writing of working group reports The full application of the procedures is very important to the effective writing of the working group reports. It is essential that each member of the writing teams be fully aware of these procedures. One way of ensuring that this is done is by training the writing teams on all the procedures before they commence their work. 2e. Review processes The multi- layer review process should certainly be maintained and strengthened. From recent experience there is a need to have key targeted reviewers for the various reports or chapters. There is also a valid case for emphasising the role and responsibilities of review editors. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers Based on the experience and lessons learned from the AR4, the undergoing initiative for the preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers, is a crucial activity that should be followed. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary Authors involved in the preparation of any IPCC report should not be part of any country delegation involved in the approval of that report. 2h. Preparation of any special reports The preparation of special reports should follow the same procedure that applies to assessment
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reports. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? The process has so far been underpinned by an inclusive approach based on the assessment of existing literature (peer reviewed and non-peer reviewed according to specific criteria) and, where possible, consensus. If consensus is not possible, differing views are reported. In principle, this approach is adequate provided the procedures are duly applied. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? The nature of climate change issues and responses requires the full involvement of governments. However, they should not, under any circumstances, influence the output and the results of the IPCC reports. Governments‘ role in the entire process-- as captured in the Principles governing the IPCC work and its appendix A-- should be given the importance that it deserves. It is worth noting that the IPCC funding structure determines, to a certain degree, the weight of some governments in the process. . 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? Rigorous selection based on proven scientific, technological or socio-economic expertise of Convening Lead Authors, Lead Authors, Review Editors as well as reviewers is key to improving the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peerreviewed literature. The relative importance of peer-reviewed versus non-peer-reviewed literature may vary according to the specific requirements of each of the 3 working groups‘ reports. To a large extent, working group I assessments should be based on peer- reviewed literature as its focus is primarily on the science of climate change; working group II‘ with careful scrutiny of non peer review literature assessed and for working group III‘ with less limitation but rigorous review. In any case the principles of comprehensiveness, objectivity, openness and transparency should be scrupulously observed in any assessment. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? Characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report should be based on findings in the assessed literature. However, the writing teams should receive guidance based on previous experiences and lessons learned. Consistency, notably using the same terminology among the 3 working groups, is also key.. Any characterisation should be consistent with assessed literature findings. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication?
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Data quality assurance and quality control are essentially a matter for author teams and review editors. Better consideration and scrutiny of data should be emphasised at the start of any assessment process. Typos and minor errata can undergo the same treatment as for any scientific publication. Concerning errors discovered after publication, there is a need to develop procedures for handling such situations. This issue should be discussed during the next Panel meeting for guidance based on suggestions from the bureau. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? To some extent, IPCC communication with the media had not been properly handled but there has been a move in the right direction with the recent appointment of a senior communication and media relations programme manager. In addition, the initiation of media training for the IPCC bureau members should enhance the IPCC engagement with the media and the general public. It is also important to have outreach programmes and dissemination schemes for each of the IPCC products. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? The IPCC assessment model is unique and should be maintained. However, there is clearly room for improvement in terms of working groups‘ structuring and reports‘ typology, content, and timing. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? The IPCC management, secretariat, and funding structure were initially created as a kind of interim configuration with very light supporting systems and different levels of dependence from UNEP and WMO. I think that this arrangement could be reviewed in light of the ongoing evolution of the climate change scientific and political context. The organization should adapt to the new and evolving reality. In any case, flexibility of the secretariat is an asset that should be preserved.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? IPCC Bureau member 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions
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No comment 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs No comment 2c. Selection of lead authors Response: I think this is fair and objective but can be improved. There is a potential problem as this depends a lot on the nomination by focal points. I notice focal points from developing countries did not play their role actively in nominating the right scientists. For this AR5, a large country for the Southeast Asia region did not nominate their scientists to the IPCC. I found that within the working group (WG1) the selection is objective i.e. based on the publication track records as well as considering other factors such as gender and regional balance. 2d. Writing of working group reports No comment 2e. Review processes No comment 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers No comment 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary No comment 2h. Preparation of any special reports I think the current procedure is fair and objective. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? I think it is fair and objective as all views are taken into consideration by the author teams. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? Gov should play more active role from the beginning stage of scoping meeting, nominations of authors, reviewing etc. As I mentioned above there are governments of developing countries did not play their roles actively.
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5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? I think we should be very careful with the non-peer-reviewed literature. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? I think this is fair. I think IPCC is organizing an expert workshop on this for the AR5. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? I think IPCC should have a mechanism to revise the report in the case an error is reported. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? No comment 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? The roles of governments and their focal points, especially of developing countries, should be strengthened. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? no comment 11. Any other comments None



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Review Editor, Contributing Author 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement?
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2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions Although policy prescription is studiously avoided by the IPCC for good reasons, a sensitivity to policy implications is increasingly necessary. For this reason a more exhaustive scoping and analysis of policy questions is desirable. Greater involvement by social scientists is necessary to achieve this. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs This would benefit from greater transparency. However, it is delicate matter since the process must not become politicised. Generally the Chairs to this point have been of the highest calibre. It is important though that Chairs have no political pressures from their home countries to contend with and this makes the process of widening participation away from European/North American countries more difficult than appears at first sight. 2c. Selection of lead authors CLAs are generally the leaders in their field and their selection is almost automatic in some cases. LAs are sometimes less objectively selected, or so it would appear, and this aspect could also be rendered more transparent. 2d. Writing of working group reports By its nature this is accomplished by synthesis of several contributions. It works well with a strong CLA and tightly structured delegation of responsibilities. 2e. Review processes Tabulation of responses at each review stage requires attention in AR5 to avoid the recent problems in AR4. In particular the responses to reviewers has traditionally been left to the end of an editing/composing meeting. This requires a lot more time to be allocated. Each chapter does require 2 Review Editors: one to check the authenticity of citations and the other to enforce serious responses to reviewers when required. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers This, although coming at the end of the process is satisfactory since a line of sight exists back to the WG Chapters. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary Considerable variability in the manner these were adopted existed. A strong Chair is essential. In particular no scientists should be paraded on stage to defend the science before politicians. This was particularly unsatisfactory for some Lead Authors in AR4 who clearly were unwilling to make robust defences of their work in opposition to the views of their own national political delegations. The ‗line of sight‘ arguments often advanced by the national delegations should be
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well identified in advance by CLAs and dilution of language not countenanced where the science supports a robust conclusion. 2h. Preparation of any special reports These are carried out satisfactorily and should be exclusively focussed on the intervals between Assessment Reports. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? This is in my view handled very well. Views not supported in peer reviewed literature have no place in the Assessment Reports. Confidence statements regarding uncertainty are adequate means of indicating where a range of scientific views may exist. But such statements should be factual and not based on beliefs or unsupported material. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? Government buy-in is the main raison d‘etre of the IPCC. Once signed off on, Assessment Reports should be supported by governments. Instances of where this is not occurring should be recorded and brought to the notice of relevant Ministries. The role of government in the Review process is very useful for the credibility of the process and may require longer time. The scientific background of government based reviewers required to be established in their review process to avoid uninformed comment. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? A later ‗closing date‘ for literature is required and this should enable working drafts to update material to some extend between zero order and final. More use should be made of national and governmental publications, but otherwise the current approach is about right. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? This is a very difficult concept to get right. The current approach which combines quantitative and qualitative approaches is effective. Dealing with an ‗uncertainty cascade‘ however renders this approach somewhat subjective in the end. But I don‘t see any alternatives which are better. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? A final ‗quality control‘ should take place prior to publication by a senior scientist(s) outwith the IPCC process with a specific mandate to look for errors and quality assurance issues. Errors discovered after publication should be handled only by written statements from the Bureau.
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Entering into debate heightens public and press anxieties over what ultimately may not turn out to be crucial matters affecting the integrity of the process. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? Communicating science to the media and general public is a skill not often in abundance among scientists. Each TSU should perhaps have a media trained person and each CLA should have a media training course as part of their formation. But at a larger scale national entities ‗selling‘ the Assessment Reports are essential. These might be routed through National Academies perhaps to give them a role in the process. But National Academies should not have any jurisdictional authority on the IPCC process. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? The model needs a revamp, though the concept is too valuable to interfere with too much. The Assessment Reports should be issues in sequence with perhaps a 6 month period between them. This would defuse some of the problems associated with judgements that are forced to be too hasty. In the longer term I would like to see some responsibility thrown onto the governments to rationalise their responses to previous Assessment Reports. I would like to see a Volume 4: Respoinses of individual governments. It could be a short publication, but could galvanise policy responses and at least put on the record where inaction is occurring. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? The secretariat is not highly visible and often has very poor downward connections to national bodies. An intermediate national delegate body which does not meet physically, would be desirable for keeping IPCC issues alive at national level. A funding structure similar to what occurs for IGBP would be highly desirable. This is based on per capita gnp and would enable more capacity for TSUs. 11. Any other comments It is a bit disappointing to see that AR5 will be very much more of the same in terms of structure and approach. While the model is good, it is time for some renovations to ensure its continued success.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Lead author, coordinating lead author
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2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions very robust since it involves governments 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs I am not familiar with this 2c. Selection of lead authors nomination process is very wide; actual selection not clear to me 2d. Writing of working group reports one of the key strengths of the IPCC process; developed country scientists typically shoulder most of the work though since they have more access to literature; top quality science writing 2e. Review processes very stringest and top notch 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers very rigorous 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary takes a lot of time but assures ownership by governments 2h. Preparation of any special reports shares the above strengths and weaknesses 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? Reports include all published literature so if its out there, all views are considered. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? There is minimal interference at the writing stage. But governmeents approved the SPM which can be watered down because of certain biases. Still government approval assures owhership of
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the outputs. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? I think it should be confined to peer-reviewed papers. Non-peer reviewed can be used but very selectively. They must at least be published by reputable sources. Of course some subjectivity will be involved in this. But allowing non-peer reviewed papers wholesale will water down the process. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? If there are errors after publication, an errata supplement could be considered. In any case, they can be corrected in subsequent assessment reports. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? I think its OK. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? The process is working well right now. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? Support for non-Annex 1 authors to access peer-reviewed literature (eg journals) while in the process of writing.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Government Focal Point 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement?
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2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions strengths – the involvement of governments, weaknesses – difficulties to meet all countries different needs and views of what is needed 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs could be wise that all nominees are in plenary for presentation of themselves to the panel at the election. It should not be allowed to nominate at the meeting. 2c. Selection of lead authors strengths – the open process for nomination of authors. Weaknesses – the closed process which only Bureau members participate in when making the final decision. Countries that serve at the Bureau tend to have more experts in the reports. 2d. Writing of working group reports OK 2e. Review processes very robust as long as everyone follow the guidelines 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers OK 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary the time in Plenary should be better divided to give enough time to each part of the report, not hazardizing the latest parts due to time constraints. 2h. Preparation of any special reports OK 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? from my layman position I think it is well handled 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? The involvement of governments is one of the main issues for the whole IPCC idea and should stay so when identifying governments needs, but at the same time governments should also be
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more susceptible for the scientists knowledge in the final writing of the reports. It might be discussed whether we in Plenary only discuss the message put forward by the scientists and leave it to them to put the final wording, instead of going through line by line. Many countries and organizations ―translate‖ SPM either word by word or more often simplify the message for their own audience. Then it is important to have the right knowledge rather than the English wording. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? A broader input from all countries in a region would be welcome. Also from developed regions, the used literature is a mirror of the country from where the author comes. Non-peer-reviewed literature should be clearly noticed. It has to be critically assessed and cross-checked with other WG-groups and it should be made clear that the study is a non-peer (I guess that is the way it is already and that was the reason why it was possible for finding what the mistakes were, but it might be important to stress this once again so that everybody is aware of how it works). Nonpeer literature should not be part of analyses for likelihood and not be included in SPM or SYR. Further, non-peer might be divided into different categories and i.e. national technical papers evaluated by governments or technicians, papers on best practices that has been evaluated etc., are more trustworthy while a case study should be very clearly shown just to be - a case study. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report? The characterization of uncertainty might be perceived as difficult to understand. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? I have no clear insight in the way it works, but I guess TGICA is the place for handle data quality together with the TSUs. Data that is not quality checked should be identified specifically. Errors found after publication should be recognized and made visible on both the TSU home page, affiliated to the report on the web and also notified on the main IPCC web. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? I guess the question relates to the ―gates‖ and in that perspective I think that the communication of the ―supposed errors‖ should have been met more professional by the IPCC. To meet the press with anger or bantering is not the correct way. On the other side, to apologize for mistakes before knowing if there were real mistakes, is not right either. If you mean the communication as such, I believe IPCC could make an ―education set‖ to put on the web, containing a power point followed by a written text. That would have less pressure on the WG chairs and vice chairs to go around the globe to make presentations.
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9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? No, not really. I think the process is robust, we have countries both being very negative and not taking the climate change as a real problem and on the other side there are countries that really want to make changes to meet the threat of climate change. It should be clearly stated that an IPCC assessment covers only scientific literature up to a certain year, a ―time document‖. It would not be wise to include new ―short tracks‖ in the thorough IPCC process. Then it would be really difficult to avoid errors. It is better that other organizations take care of such updates, which will give further input to coming IPCC assessments to analyze. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale?



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? None (user in policy discussions) 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? The limited number of errors identified this year underscores that the existing process is mostly successful in catching errors. On the other hand, the few mistakes that slipped through demonstrate the need for better enforcement of existing IPCC standards to prevent mistakes, as well as a formal, standardized process for identifying, verifying, and correcting mistakes when they end up in the final report. This could be done by a standing committee and corrections could be made publically available on the IPCC‘s website. While the many stages of review of IPCC documents has and will continue to catch most mistakes, given the broad scope of these documents some are inevitable and should be handled in a disciplined routine manner. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? Communicating scientific information about climate change to the public is critical and substantial changes seem warranted in how the IPCC performs in this role:  The chair of the IPCC and its lead authors can and should play an active role in communicating the IPCC‘s scientific conclusions, but must do so within certain prescribed limits. It is critical that the authors provide a clear and concise message of what we know, the basis for this understanding, and what uncertainties remain. This message must be policy relevant, but must carefully avoid supporting any particular policies, such as supporting particular climate stabilization targets or other prescriptive statements.  The past practice of relying on thousand-page assessment documents as the principle vehicle for communicating this information should be viewed as necessary, but not sufficient.
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Supplementary materials, including information available via the web, that explain key conclusions in language easily assessable to the public are critical. The IPCC should develop a professional communications component to its program complete with staff, training and other resources. Its inability to respond effectively to the controversies that arose in early 2010 was due in part to a lack of professional capacity to deal with the media and general public. This function should be expanded and institutionalized within the IPCC secretariat. The IPCC should consider adding a governmental co-chair. The science co-chair would oversee the scientific assessment process and communication of scientific conclusions, and the governmental co-chair would oversee non-scientific communications and contribute to insuring that the reports are policy relevant. Care should be taken that this position does not become nor is perceived to be a filter of the IPCC‘s scientific messages.



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Reviewer, Contributing Author, member of drafting team for SPM, Lead Author (chapters, Technical Summary), Coordinating Lead Author. Also Coordinating Lead Author of a special report 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC assessment process? Do you have any recommendations for improvement? 2a. Scoping and identification of policy questions I see no problem on this score. 2b. Election of Bureau, including Working Group chairs The governments ought to find a way to make these decisions more transparent, but I do not believe this area presents a big problem at the current time. 2c. Selection of lead authors The TSUs and the bureau need to be much more transparent about author selection. While the issues are delicate, and individual cases should not become public, the specific criteria used should be stated publicly, and the nature of the process described. After being an LA or CLA several times, I still have no idea how I was selected. This is unacceptable. 2d. Writing of working group reports There are two important defects here: 1) The three WGs need to interact more in order to produce an integrated assessment of key
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issues. The WGs still largely act separately, and there is no hint that the situation is about to improve for AR5. Writing teams composed of LAs from two or in some cases all three WGs should be working on text for a handful of key issues (like sea level rise and water resources) from the outset of an assessment. 2) The writing process is closed when it should be more open. While it is difficult to imagine participation by the general public as observers, there is no reason that the WGs should not let representatives of the media sit in on at least some parts of author meetings. Most panel meetings at the National Academy of Sciences are open much of the time to the general public. Why should IPCC WG author meetings be closed even to members of the other WGs?! Executive sessions could be used where necessary, as is the case for the Academy. 2e. Review processes The key here is to strengthen the role of review editors. They need to be invested with the power to veto CLA decisions (subject to some specific appeals process), and to be told that they are expected to use it. This may be more a matter of choosing review editors judiciously, and instructing them accordingly, rather than changing any rules. 2f. Preparation of the Synthesis report, including the Summary for Policy Makers The Synthesis should be an integrated part of the WG writing processes. If my advice in part d) above were followed, this would be easier to achieve. Leaving the synthesis for late in the process is not wise. Of course, if WG integration were done effectively, a Synthesis report might not be necessary. 2g. Adoption of report by the IPCC plenary I have no comment on this. 2h. Preparation of any special reports See my answer to #9. 3. What is your opinion on the way in which the full range of scientific views is handled? On one level, IPCC is very effective at inviting participation from the full range of experts who qualify (i.e., those who publish in the peer-reviewed literature). I do not detect any test applied, such as whether authors hold views consistent with previous IPCC conclusions or any other such litmus test. The main limitation of author selection seems to come from the limited expertise available in certain subject areas. In order to satisfy the needs of governments, certain numbers need to be produced (i.e., temperature or sea level projections from GCMs). This automatically means that many participants will come from government laboratories with modeling expertise (for WGI). Time constraints on authors mitigate in the same direction. As a result, there is probably too much influence from some sectors of our community, and in some cases, from the same individuals over a long period of time. More effort should go toward diversifying the
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expertise and institutional origin of authorship. On the other hand, while the WG‘s attempt to incorporate a wide range of scientific views, they lack a systematic, consistent, and coherent approach for doing so (see also my response to question #6). Ideally, all working groups would adopt a risk management approach and use consistent, probabilistic descriptions of risks associated with particular outcomes. If they did so, then outcomes which are believed to be unlikely but having high impact, or those for which knowledge of likelihood or impact is just emerging, would be accorded some weight. At the current time treatment of such outcomes, which have high policy relevance, is not consistent. Rather than treat outcomes for which there is no consensus as unquantifiable risks, as is often done now, an attempt ought to be made to quantify the range of belief and report it probabilistically. Working groups currently have the language for doing so (via the Uncertainty Guidance), but too often lack the desire to use it. The manner in which sea level rise for the 21st century was handled by WGI during AR4 provides an example of the deficiency of the current system. Consequently, the results were much less useful to policy makers than they might have been. Implementation of such a system would require much closer collaboration during the writing process among authors from the different WGs. 4. Given the intergovernmental nature of IPCC, what are your views on the role of governments in the entire process? I believe that the original decision to structure IPCC as intergovernmental was a wise one. I also believe that involving governments in approval of the SPMs has had far larger benefits than costs. Occasionally, governmental representatives to the IPCC Bureau appear to have exercised inappropriate influence over lead author selection. Sometimes, government delegates appear to let their political objectives influence their decisions on SPM language. As a result, some scientific points have, in the past, been changed for non-scientific (or even editorial) reasons. I do not envision any easy remedy for such transgressions. 5. Given that IPCC assessments consider a vast amount of literature, what are your views and suggestions for improvement on the sources of data and the comprehensiveness of the literature used, including non-peer-reviewed literature? IPCC should make use of as wide a range of literature as is available. As long as the source of information and its scholarly status (i.e., reviewed, un-reviewed, in process of being reviewed, and so forth) is fully identified and as long as the material is made available to any user, then there is no reason to exclude any class. The solution to the problem of variable review level is that IPCC authors should feel obliged to scrutinize items all the more closely if they have not been peer reviewed previously, and to indicate within the chapter text if key conclusions are constructed partially from such literature. Sorting on the basis of credibility is already done to some degree and described by authors within the chapters even for peer reviewed studies, on the basis of a variety of characteristics, so this does not greatly expand the sort of judgments that need to be made. 6. What are your views and suggestions regarding the characterization and handling of uncertainty in each of the working group reports and the synthesis report?
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See my response to #3. This area is a major weakness of IPCC‘s current approach and needs to be fixed. At the current time, WGI in particular (but not only WGI) too often produces flattened views of the world, where unreasonably high precision and confidence is accorded outcomes from numerical models which have known limitations, while use of information from other sources is not accorded equivalent status (where merited), and questions related to structural uncertainties in models are almost entirely ignored. At the same time, in areas (e.g., ice sheets) where model deficiencies are well known, outcomes are reported as ―no consensus‖, as if not reaching a consensus on beliefs means nothing can be said about outcomes. Such an approach flies in the face of what ought to be a move toward quantitative or at least qualitative probabilistic representations of outcomes. 7. What is your view of how IPCC handles data quality assurance and quality control and identification and rectification of errors, including those discovered after publication? IPCC lacks a system for rectifying errors after publication, and it needs one immediately. I propose that a webpage be established that invites public posting by those finding errors (as opposed to differences in judgment). The secretariat would be tasked with staffing the webpage sufficiently so that claims of errors could be researched and responded to within days. At the outset, there might be a deluge of claims, but once it became clear that IPCC was taking this effort seriously, the claims would probably abate. Discovery of some, but not all, errors will necessitate explanation of how they occurred. Procedures should be implemented uniformly across the WGs, for investigating and explaining errors. But too much time can be absorbed chasing reasons for mistakes which have are not critical or are of little interest to the public. Some errors will happen and it‘s not clear that each and every one needs to be investigated. But from many mistakes, there are things to learn about how to do the job better in the future. A procedure is needed for judging which errors to pursue to the source, and which are not worth pursuing. 8. What is your view of how IPCC communicates with the media and general public, and suggestions for improving it? I find IPCC‘s approach to public messaging to be unprofessional and antiquated. The Bureau needs a full time senior professional, and probably several junior staff. Furthermore, it needs a reserve fund to purchase outside advice from communications specialists at key moments, including when assessments and other reports are released. 9. Comment on the sustainability of the IPCC assessment model. Do you have any suggestions for an alternative process? I believe the governance model is sound but the assessment model sorely needs to be updated. Full assessments are not needed every six years. Most of the answers are only marginally different from what they were before. Instead, major assessments should occur every decade or even less frequently, and the human resources freed in the process should be focused on crisp, brief special assessments of a handful of critical issues (such as ice sheet dynamics and sea level,
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carbon cycles feedbacks, and various specific human responses) which can be produced within about a year, particularly on issues which are newly emergent, or where great uncertainties remain. The current model is just too cumbersome for our high-speed world. It is also amounts to a tax on research time for many. We need to address key issues more nimbly, and spend less time on issues where incremental change is all that is in order. 10. Do you have any suggestions for improvements in the IPCC management, secretariat, and/or funding structure to support an assessment of this scale? As IPCC matures, so should its management structure. I believe the Chairman of the Bureau should serve as a full time, paid employee of IPCC. I also believe IPCC needs a conflict of interest policy for the Bureau Chair and each of the WG chairs. This is not meant to cast any aspersions on the current Chairs, but merely to recognize that every mature organization has such a policy for its executives. 11. Any other comments IPCC has done remarkable service over 22 years and four assessments. But the world has changed radically, including the world of science and information, and IPCC needs to adjust. Increased transparency of procedures, choices, and scientific judgments is a critical component of maintaining public trust. Increasing ability to rapidly respond to emerging scientific developments is a key to maintaining relevance. Increased accountability for errors is important for maintaining credibility of the product. In summary, my key points are:  Produce fewer comprehensive assessments, and more quick, short reports on key issues  Integrate the work of the WGs by using multi-WG teams on certain key issues  Fully implement a probabilistic description of uncertainty in order to incorporate the full range of beliefs in the peer reviewed literature.  Empower the review editors  Increase transparency by opening WG author meetings to observers from the media, at least in part, and fully explaining the author selection process  Make the Bureau Chairman a full time paid position and develop a conflict of interest policy



1. What role(s), if any, have you played in any of the IPCC assessment processes? Observer of IPCC sessions and working group meetings, expert reviewer, participant in IPCC scoping meetings, Lead author, Review Editor, Contributing author (chapters, summaries). Also Lead author and contributing author of special reports 2. What are your views on the strengths and weaknesses of the following steps in the IPCC
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